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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 1 Feb 2020
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

As described numerous times. 

The Lady:

Extremely attractive, Brit but spoke with a hint of a transatlantic accent, I found her far more
attractive in the flesh than apparent from her current profile photos which I thought were in
themselves very appealing, reportedly 29 but I thought she could pass for a few years younger,
brunette, slim build with medium sized breasts, fully shaved between the legs apart from a tiny
triangle of pubic hair, excellent company and capable of intelligent conversation.  

The Story:

My punting instincts screamed at me to book Blaire when I first saw her profile and once again they
were to be proven right - she was truly excellent. It meant driving into town to punt on a Saturday,
something I very rarely do nowadays but it was well worth the effort. The patron saint of punting
must have been smiling when looking down on me that day and worked his magic including
ensuring the traffic kept flowing and keeping an on street parking space in the vicinity free for me.
As it turned out, I had an hour to spare after I had parked up which was pleasantly passed in a local
hostelry.

It was Blaire's first day at HoD. I don't know whether she'd worked in the industry previously but she
ticked all the boxes that define the very best punts (as described in my previous reviews) plus a few
more for criteria I hadn't previously considered (which I will keep to myself but reflect well on her
personal qualities).

Proceedings got off on the right foot when she looked really pleased to see me when she first
entered the room. We embarked on a few minutes of icebreaking chit chat before starting the more
intimate aspects of the meet with dfk. Blaire was so enthusiastic at this that I found myself
extending my original 45 minute booking to an hour as it was abundantly clear that it wouldn't be
long enough. This was a good move as she sustained her high level of enthusiasm when working
through the services I enjoy shown on her profile. She seemed very keen throughout for me to
derive maximum enjoyment from our time together while displaying all the signs of thoroughly
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enjoying herself.

With several minutes remaining after the inevitable explosive owo cim conclusion, she snuggled up
closely to me as we chatted about this and that. Then came the knock on the door signifying that 60
minutes was not enough to fully enjoy Blaire's company.

The patron saint of punting must have worked a blinder. I departed feeling on top of the world and
really good about myself as I do after all top punts. This for me is what punting is all about.
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